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Preface: My Arrival to “SAMCS”

I want to contact with the environment which surrounds me. I
want to be more conscious, feel belong to the space where I live,
where I pass, where I stand for 10 minutes, where I stand for 1
hour. I want to go to an urban space for especially what that
urban space gives me and for what I could give to the space. I
want to experiment spaces as visual, sonic, tactile environments.
Besides, I like my privacy and I want to maintain it. This is a
kind of instinct that everyone have. You turn a place, a small
corner to home even if you are a homeless. Your order, your
blanket, your books, your cardigan...I have an actual home
though and sometimes I just roll myself back to home by speed
footsteps in order to avoid all the ‘out of home things’ and
safely to be in a quite place. I find this desire very usual and
healthy. The necessity of make somewhere home. But in the
cities, aren’t we going back to our 4 roomed homes by a bit too
much speed? It is actually different than accepting all places as
themselves and sometimes prefer quietness. More than this, we
are running from somethings which we are finding outside. I am
running from outside because I’m getting extra tired with whole
crowd, cars, loud speaking people who want to make their
voices be in higher volume than the other sounds, shops and
restaurants which shows me the products that make me feel like
I’m dying to buy them, I need to possess them, eat them and
feel happy, from constructions, from speed footsteps of other
people, from the feeling of ‘something important is happening
and everybody know and goes through it but I don’t have any
idea what it is’. And actually, nothing is happening other than
achieving to get to some place and using whole common places
as passing interfaces, general speaking.

While thinking all about these by the way; I’m an urbanist,
landscapist, editor and sound artist. My artistic approach,
knowledge, cognition and methodological abilities are being
nourished by this interdisciplinary synthesis. I’m a fragile and
powerful; focused and distracted; concerned and selfish;
introverted and extraverted; planner and messy; earthy and
airy-fairy person at the same time. And maybe thanks to these
opposed characteristics I can be really emphatical. Maybe
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excessively. I'm a young-adult woman who comes from a non-
European country which may be confused with but can't be
called as a third world country; which is a kind of in between
country which is being oscillated between secularism and neo
islamism. And from occidental - European point of view (when I
observe the new comer terminologies) I'm a new wave immigrant.
Which means as I understand: I'm not closing myself into a
national immigrant community. I'm not afraid of assimilation.
Because I believe in a borderless world that anybody deserves to
move to anywhere, they want and stay anywhere which they
feel belong. And I think what "new wave immigrant" is a person
that who responses to the nationalist signals from that point of
view. Not from the point of view of creating another
"nationalist" barrier and closing themselves into a national
community box.

Besides all these identities which are being established both by
a priori attributes of me and my evolving holistic point of view
about them; and actually, above them; I'm a practice-led
researcher and I believe in process. The process of seeing,
hearing, touching. The process of conscious awareness about
what is going on around me. I can't go with the flow of what is
given to me. I need to stop, intervene the 'given' flow, rupture it
if necessary and put back my own information flow. I feel fulfill
if this information is based on all the thoughts which inspire me
and when they become apparent, concrete in daily life.

I like the idea of using technology in these appearances in daily
life. Even if technology is just a sort of tool in order to make my
information flow become apparent / concrete / practical, I feel
that my emotions are being affected by the technology. All
these numerical information flows that I don't understand can be
tools of apparent information flows like listening through street
furnitures which I can actually see and hear. This is like coming
out of most intimate feelings to the surface.

And my idea flow in a half-awake mode in the midnight about
the feelings which come to my mind about the city spaces are:
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Intimacy, sense of belonging, creativity, consume, identity, age,
rapidness, slowness, marginalization, security, liberty, public,
private, observing, being observed, communication, community,
community spirit, characteristics, feeling yourself, schizophrenia,
feeling alone in crowded, strange feeling of being surrounded
with too many information, too many images, the beggars, the
citizens who doesn’t feel belong to the city, the desire of
changing the things in the city but forget about it because deep
inside not feeling that you can change it or you are a part of it,
the feeling of not being part of the decision processes, the
strange feeling of flowing in the city without your control, the
feeling of being controlled with the things which you hear and
see in the city, strange objects that has functions but actually
you are not very aware of the functioning, take attention.
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SOUND ART MOVEMENT FOR CREATİVE SPACES
(SAMCS)

Introduction

SAMCS is an investigation project that gather the fields of urban
design and sound art together with a holistic approach. Main
objective of the project is increasing the creative value of
public spaces through refunctioning or “hacking” urban objects
or designing new objects for refunctioning or “hacking” existing
spaces, using sound. In this investigation, every sound
intervention is being thought as extension of the ideas which are
assigned to “public space”. In other words, designing public
places with sound installations and events around the sounds of
the space, creating - as Lacey (2016) coins- a “sonic rupture” in
daily life of cities “ensuring that the city is more than just a
place of work and productivity. It should also be a place for play,
curiosity and creative engagement.” (Lacey, 2016). Lacey (2016)
emphasizes that “establishment of networks of sonic ruptures
throughout urban centers can help to diversify sonic
environments and expand the possibility for creative
encounter.” (Lacey 2016).

Radio Chimney is a part of the idea of refunctioning the urban
objects for rupturing the daily form of public space which is
“transition zone” of ‘work, product, consume, go home,
work…’cycle. An intention of design integrative creative
encounter possibilities in urban environment. The integrability
characteristic of the project comes from several possibilities of
creating awareness and encounter chances of it. As sum up, the
project consists of refunctioning the historical out of use
industrial vapor chimneys of Barcelona as sound receptors which
listens to the city. Entering into the chimneys and recording the
sounds of the chimney in different elevations in order to find
different frequencies and phases is starting point of the project.
For increasing the creative value of public spaces, as a daily life
rupture agent, the project produces several encounter chances
between humans and creative sound “act”:
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In the sound investigation (or technical investigation) part of the
project, the methodology is playing with sounds by locating the
microphones differently, using different microphones, adding
different sound sources like playing some high resonant musical
instruments inside and outside of the chimney. Making these
recordings in different chimneys with different dimensions and
compare the frequencies. The “tube” effect of the chimney to
the sounds is a part of creating awareness about environmental
sounds, showing how the sounds are changing inside of a
chimney and how to play with it. Listening and making sounds
inside of chimneys can increase the human awareness about
soundscapes and different way of listening to them. This
experience can increase the creative value of public space.
Making a map which shows the locations of the chimneys with
different sizes and next to different sound sources like traffic,
park etc. can be useful for future investigations.

Another part is industrial heritage awareness. Radio Chimney
creates an encounter chance with a historical knowledge that is
being overlooked in daily rhythm of life. Vapor Chimneys of
Barcelona are important indicators of the industrial history of
Barcelona. They are the symbols of Industrial Revolution, urban
transformation, work and daily life of blue-collar workers,
historical proletarian neighborhoods etc. Mapping the chimneys
of Barcelona can draw a kind of historical soundwalk route which
is a complete activity as making people to think about the
industrial history, to imagine and feel the life in those times by
seeing the industrial factory buildings, historical chimneys; by
walking in the streets between them and listen to the city
through different chimneys and different focus points (sound
differences between a chimney next to the car traffic and in an
urban park for example) imagining the stories behind them.

Refunctioning the chimneys considering them vertical objects
which appear in many parts of city is another way of rupturing
daily life habits. These are the objects which have a potential to
be giant sound sculptures. The chimneys are vertical objects,
‘things’ which are being escalated through the topography of
the city.
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Creative experience or encounter with the stimulators of
creativeness in public spaces can be read as a humanistic point
of view rather than ecological. This project is focusing in human
experience of sounds in public spaces.

Keywords: Public space, sound art, creative encounter, sonic
rupture, masonry chimneys, hack, creative value

1.Revaluate Public Space By Refunctioning The
Urban Objects and Spaces Using Sound

1.1. Hack The Object, Hack The Space

Hacking acoustic environments is a way of creating meaningful
encounters which agree with the body. One of the objectives of
this research is breaking the previous sentence into parts and
analysis it in order to move forward and make enjoyable
practices in public spaces with sound.

Etymologically the act of hacking or “to hack” comes from
Middle Age English hacken, hakken which cognate with Dutch
hakken, German hacken, Danish hakke, Swedish hacka, French
hacher. The meaning is “to chop” a thing, in those cases a wood
into pieces. (Hack, 2019). The definitions of the word has been
changed over the history and the word is mostly known with a
metaphorical and slang meaning of illegally enter to the cyber
systems. The first literal definition of the word is “To chop or
cut down in a rough manner.” The metaphorical and mostly
known definition at the present time is “to gain unauthorized
access to a computer or online account belonging to (a person or
organization)”. (Hack, 2019). Manuel Guerra, who is an
investigator in cybercrime says that “Hacker is not a computer
pirate. A hacker is a passionate, an enthusiast, an expert in new
technologies, a person who tries to break the limits of the
technology for creating something superior.” (Guerra, 2019).
Likewise, in the Hacker Dictionary a hacker is described in such
ways like “A person who enjoys exploring the details of
programmable systems and how to stretch their ca
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pabilities, as opposed to most users, who prefer to learn only
the minimum necessary.”; “One who programs enthusiastically
(even obsessively) or who enjoys programming rather than just
theorizing about programming.”; “An expert or enthusiast of any
kind. One might be an astronomy hacker, for example.”; “One
who enjoys the intellectual challenge of creatively overcoming
or circumventing limitations.” (Hacker, 2014)
Regarding to all these descriptions, there is a parallelism
between technology hackers who cuts the limits of technology
and actual hackers who cuts wood for carpentry with their
artisanal skills, in ability of think beyond the given material and
create something new or superior out of that material. The
other very significant common fact between these different
types of hackers which is non-negligible is that the affection of
enjoyment, passion and enthusiasm which is the result of
creative challenging.

Steven Levy, the journalist published a book which is named as
Hackers: Heroes of the Computer Revolution in 1984 which is
about hacker ethics. Levy (1984) defines hacker ethic with these
principles:

· Access to computers and anything which might teach you
something about the way the world works should be unlimited
and total.
· All information should be free.
· Mistrust Authority - Promote Decentralization.
· Hackers should be judged by their hacking, not bogus criteria,
such as degrees, age, race, or position.
· You can create art and beauty on a computer.
· Computers can change your life for the better. (Levy, 1984).

Getting back to the investigation project “Radio Chimney”,
rephrasing the description of hacker of Manuel Guerra, urban
hacker is a person who tries to break the limits of the space and
objects for creating something superior. Why a public space
wouldn’t trigger the creativity of dwellers and give them the
affections like joy, passion and enthusiasm? Why not “hack” the
‘work, product, consume, go home, work…’ cycle of public
space and refunction it as a creative encounters point?
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Creative encounter is a kind of different approach to the space
and to the objects. As O’Sullivan (2006) suggests by synthesize
with foundation ideas of Deleuze - Guattari and Spinoza, “With a
genuine encounter, our typical ways of being in the world are
challenged, our systems of knowledge disrupted. We are forced
to thought. The encounter then operates a rupture in our
habitual modes of being and thus in our habitual subjectivities.
It produces a cut, a crack.” (O’Sullivan, 2006). So is no
accidental to describe an encounter which ruptures daily life as
a “cut” which means itself a “hack”.

1.2. Organizing Creative Encounters with ‘Chimney
Objects’ by Hacking Them with Sound

O’Sullivan (2006) remarks that “an object of encounter is
fundamentally different from an object of recognition…An
object of recognition is a reconfirmation of our knowledges,
beliefs and values; a representation of something already in
place.” (O’Sullivan, 2006). Recognition of an object, thus a
representation of what we already know doesn’t break and
challenges realities. But according to O’Sullivan (2006), “Life,
when it truly is lived, is a history of these encounters, which will
always necessarily occur beyond representations.” and “art is
the name of the object of an encounter, but also the name of
the encounter itself, and indeed of that which is produced by
the encounter. Art is this complex event that brings about the
possibility of something new.” (O’Sullivan, 2006).

Hacking the chimney by breaking its unfortunate destiny as to be
an “abandoned vertical room” and resignify its function as the
“airs of the city which are rise through the earth” and making
acoustic investigations with these vertical tall objects is my
encounter with them. Their historical reference is also being
hacked by attributing them another meaning maybe. However,
the historical meaning is complementary with the encounter.
Because of that it is important to break the roles of the
chimneys as abandoned places but not breaking the historical
significance of them in collective memories. In contrary, going
inside of them, focusing on the sound changes inside of them
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means to give them life once again. Make a tribute to the
witnesses of industrial era of the city. Rethink about the recent
past while revisiting and listening through them. Besides, a
public event around a chimney which involves sound art is an
unusual encounter in daily life of dwellers, creates a rupture,
forces to think, can give inspiration, so can reevaluate the
public space.

Creative encounter of a person with an object for example with
a sound art chimney or with an event which qualify the space as
more than a space of capitalist encounters; can be explained
with the affections of these entities in the body of this person.
That is to say, the essence of the idea of revaluate public space
by breaking the limits of it, is grounded in the increase of the
affection of happiness and decrease of the affection of sadness
in some way. O’Sullivan (2006) defines ‘affect’ -following
Deleuze-Spinoza- such as: “The effect that another body (for
example an art object) has upon my own body, and upon my
body’s duration.” (O’Sullivan, 2006, s/41). As it is being re-
revealed by the successors of Spinoza such as O’Sullivan,
Deleuze, Baker etc. in a more modernized language; affections
are physical modes of bodies which encounters with ideas or
representatives of ideas. If these encounters are suitable with
our bodies then we experience affections like happiness, joy,
increase of energy, enthusiasm etc. If these encounters are not
suitable with our bodies then we experience affections like
“sadness, resentment, lose of energy”. (Deleuze& Boundas,1993,
s/6). The life is a flow and alternate of these affirmative and
negative encounters of bodies with ideas. Baker (1997)
interprets Spinoza as “Ideas determine the increase and
decrease of our existential powers.” And “Everything is a work
of organize encounters which are suitable with our body and our
sentiment.” (Baker, 1997).

O’Sullivan (2006) states that “The different encounters will have
different characters and certain encounters will be more
productive, others less.” He remarks that Deleuze and Spinoza
defines ‘ethics’ as the science of affect. So as parallel to Baker’s
conveyance, ethics is “The organization of one’s world so as to
produce joyful encounters, or affects which are of the ‘joy-
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increasing type’, those which increase our capacity to act in the
world.” (O’Sullivan, 2006, s/41). And he relates the joyful
encounters theory, the ‘ethics’ of Spinoza and Deleuze with art
practice. So he describes an ‘art ethics’ as “the organization of
productive encounters ‘through’ art.” (O’Sullivan, 2006, s/41).

Breaking the limits of the space, an object; hacking the meaning
by using the sound is based on the idea of making the
encounters between them and people more productive as well.
Re-define an object as a sound art object purposes to trigger the
creativeness, productivity and create a ‘joy-increasing’ new
encounter. Lacey (2016) agrees with using ethics as a practical
philosophy for urban sound design studies. And he does it in a
parallel way with O’Sullivan’s, also makes quotations from him
as well. He uses ethics theory of Deleuze-Spinoza for explaining
the role of sound art in urban design, synthesizing the theory
with the ideas of Lefebvre about production of space. Lacey
(2016) emphasize the approach of Lefebvre for ideal production
of space as “A production in the way that art creates works;
rather than space being produced for the utilitarian and
controlling desires of capitalism.” (Lacey, 2016). And he asks
“how can we create the urban such that diverse and profound
affects might emerge within the urban dweller.” (Lacey, 2016).

The act of hacking or attributing new meanings to the industrial
chimneys by using sound probably may facilitate profound
affects within the bodies of dwellers. There would be 3 entity
which cause affections: One these the idea of reproduce a space
/ object by changing its representation. This gradual
transformation from a historical structure to an abandoned
place and finally to a listening object is an entity by itself which
can cause an affection of astonishment of an unexpected
encounter, nostalgia, appreciation etc. Another idea is the
participation of dwellers in public spaces through the chimneys
by breaking the limits of space’s daily routine which is under the
effects of capitalism. Creating new encounter possibilities with
the space may have affections such as sense of belonging,
enthusiasm which comes from creative thinking and passion
which comes being inspirited to have a courage of create the
further. The other idea is sound experiments which are done in
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the chimneys. The acoustic properties of each sound /
composition would affect the bodies differently.

2. From Industrial Objects to Sound Art Objects:
Radio Chimney

2.1. Why Radio Chimney?

Radio Chimney, as a fieldwork, has several reasons and
objectives in the case of evaluate the public space’s publicness
and reevaluate the space as an augmenter of creativeness. The
totality of all the reasons and objectives may be considered as
the manifestation of this fieldwork. A manifestation which is
“open sourced” and wait for to be improved or “hacked” by
further works related to acoustic investigations and urban
investigations as well. Which has following sketchy arguments
and brainstorming:

1. Questioning about the publicness of public spaces in cities. In
the case of masonry chimneys: experiencing visuality of the
chimneys as monuments / sculptures / public art objects and
being around the chimneys is much more easier than enter in
them. The level of publicness of the same “object” changes
when we desire to enter in them. From public to quasi-private.
Can this be changed? Can the inside of chimneys can be re-
evaluate as public places through the sound experiments and
events? The change of publicness, in other words, to face that a
place which seems like public is actually not public is considered
to be a problematic. And this dilemma should be hacked.

2. Take attention or re-awaking the memory of people about the
industrial heritage and close past. And preoccupy the minds of
people about how is possible to re-attribute a meaning to a
symbolic, out of use monument. How to relate an out of use
object with today. This re-attribution may be a motivating
reason for administration bodies to take more attention to
protect the chimneys and not let them alone to collapse.
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3. Evaluate the public value and potential of being an encounter
point in neighborhoods which has also a creative value because
it courage people to gain knowledge about the historical urban
objects.

4. Create participatory and interactive events around the chimneys
which make chimney an encounter point and reclaim the
publicness of “inside” of chimneys as sonic sculptures as well as
the publicness of “outside” of the chimneys as visual sculptures.

5. With radio streaming or recording and composition which are
exhibited on internet or in another place, creating other parallel
spaces other than actual one. Playing with the idea of “public
space” and “time”.

6. Radio Chimney has an international characteristic: This
international value is one of the reasons of to make this
investigation.

2.2 Transitions Between The Significances of The
Chimneys

The first significance of these vertical objects were to be an
actual chimney. To have a function as it to be desired and built
for. The chimney was expressing itself as a part of industrial
production in the time which it was functioning. Yet, that was
an attribution which has been given to it by humans. First
masonry chimneys of the Industrial Revolution were built in 19.
Century. (Koui et al., 2018) They were built for discharge of
fume when the energy was provided by steam boilers
combustion. They were used until 1950s when electric power
substituted this production system. (Pallarés et al., 2006)

Navarrette (2011) suggests that the industrial chimneys, and
especially the ones which take place in Poblenou / Barcelona,
had lost their funcionalities and transformed to be the elements
of public art. That, they have gained a new significance in the
urban context of 1950s Barcelona. Navarette (2011) remarks
that after the decline of the industry which starts in 1950s
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because of the change of production methods and urban model;
urban renovation processes were started. The desire of maintain
the memory through the politics of heritage leaded
municipalities protect the chimneys as memory transmitters. For
this they gained a new significanse of to be public art elements.

Navarrette (2011) presents a timeline about the change of the
characteristics of the chimneys of ‘yesterday’ and ‘today’ such
as:

“Yesterday: A functional element, today: A trace.
Yesterday: Identificatory feature of an industrial zone, today:
Sign of the identity.
Yesterday: Landmark of the landscape with its visual
precominance, today: Landmark of the landscape with its
singularity and associated significative load.” (Navarrette, 2011,
s: 101).

Beside its abstract identical and symbolic characteristics,
Navarette (2011) interprets the chimneys through their physical
characteristics as to be visual landmarks as well.

In the Radio Chimney project the timeline for the chimneys is
very parallel to the timeline of Navarrette (2011). Her
suggestion is that all the significances of the chimneys are
connected evolutionary and the meaning of to be a public art
element is the last part of this evolution. This is an evolution
which starts from to be a container of the memory; then evolves
to be a heritage element, monument, landmark icon and
sculptural element; hereby evolves to be a memory transmitter
which makes the chimney a public art element. She proposes
that to consider about new public art projects which contain the
chimneys and their relationship with their surroundings is
essential.

The Radio Chimney agrees with this evolution which she suggests;
because of its context and also its organic material which is
masonry, The Chimney is a public art element today. Also going
further and producing public art projects which relates the
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chimneys with urban space and creating encounter points
around them is a very conformable suggestion.

Image 1: Timeline of Radio Chimney

Source 1: The archive of Ekin Bozkurt

Recently the idea of revaluating the chimneys as elements of
public art has happened to be put into practise in Barcelona.
One of the case studies is “Àgora urbana” which installed as an
urban pavillion for Barcelona Design Week in 2018 by MARGALEF
art and architecture platform. They installed beer boxes as seats
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around Manuel Arranz Library in Poblenou District of Barcelona.
“Àgora urbana” is “a meeting space of contemplation and
reflection about the architectural heritage; and where the
audience is encouraged to interact with a new point of view,
either by accessing inside or seating in the beerbox stands, or
surrounding the outer perimeter.” (Àgora urbana, 2018)

Image 2: Àgora urbana

Source 2: (Àgora urbana, 2018)

Image 3: Àgora urbana

Source 3: (Àgora urbana, 2018)
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Àgora urbana is a good example of revaluating public space by
re-awaking the memory of people about the industrial heritage
and creating an encounter point for the dwellers of
neighbourhood. The work can be considered as an attempt to
rupture the usual codes of urban space and open a new way in
the mindmaps of the people.

3. Diary of the Fieldwork

Starting Point of SAMCS (25 January 2019)

The main purpose was determined: Start to make investigations
about the creative usage of public space through sound. The
idea of play the posibilities of modularity of urban structures /
furnitures and giving different meaning to the urban furnitures;
in other words “hacking” them by attribute them another
function in order to solve some urban system problems was the
starting point of SAMCS. This has been the conceptual frame
and the main road to follow after this thesis will be delivered.
The next step was to make a prototype for the investigation. To
find the first fieldwork of the investigation project: To find an
urban object to hack. Meanwhile some previous works of sound
artists were examined.

Markus Kison’s “Touched Echo” is a good example of hacking an
urban structure by sound. The work was installed on a public in
Dresden in 2007. The visitors were becoming performers while
they were listening the noise of carpet bombing explosions of
1945’s Dresden which was then in the war, by leaning their
elbows on the balustrade. The only way of listening to the
sounds was situating elbows on the balustrade because the
sound was transmitted to the ears through bone conduction.
(Touched Echo, 2007). People are simulating the position of
protecting the ears against the bombing noises while listening.
This sound art installation is a memorial art work which make
visitors to consider about the war heritage. And it is a
balustrade “hacking” work.
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Image 4: Touched Echo

Source 4: Touched Echo, 2007

Image 5: Touched Echo

Source 5: Touched Echo, 2007
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Starting Point of Radio Chimney (7 February 2019)

After examining the work of Markus Kison, the idea of
combining public art and sound heritage has been a new track to
follow. The work of Kison was transmitting the war sounds of
1945 to the year of 2007. That was a strong memorial work and
was different than the methods of photography, sculpture, video
etc. The memory transmitter was pure sound and actually the
body movements of the listeners. This work was an important
inspiration to form the first fieldwork of SAMCS.

The concept of make people think about the heritage by using
sound and by hacking the urban objects has leaded the project
to use or “hack” the industrial masonry chimneys of Barcelona
as sound resonators.

One of the acoustic inspiration for this refunctioning process is
“Listen Through Tube (LTT)” project which i made for
“Escultura Sonora” lesson in Sound Art master of University of
Barcelona. LTT “consists four tubes in C5, E5, G5 and C6 notes -
in C Major chord when they are listened together… LTT is an
object for listening the sounds which surround us.” (Bozkurt,
2018). Especially for listening the traffic sounds.
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Image 6: Listen Through Tube

Source 6: From the Archive of Ekin Bozkurt
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Image 7: Listen Through Tube

Source 7: From the Archive of Ekin Bozkurt

Another inspiration for both “Listen Through Tube” and “Radio
Chimney” was the “Tuning Tube” of artist duo O+A. They
improved the “Tuning Tube” by departing from the idea of
“transforming noise into music” (Changing Noise, 1998). They
are filtering the noise of traffic through the tube by using the
feature of the tube which is being a generator of sympathetic
resonance, overtone series “in response to the sounds around
it.” (Tuning Basics, 1998).

Image 8: Tuning Tube

Source 8: (Tuning Basics, 1998)

Speaking of the transmission of the sound through the chimney,
a very autochthonic example which was taken to the
consideration was “the listener of the city” from İstanbul.

http://www.o-a.info/tuning/tuning.html
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Bennett (2000-2015) was inspired by him in his “Invisible
Architectures” project. The listener of the city is a man who is
“employed by the city council to listen for hidden leaks,
construction problems and sounds from beneath the pavements
of İstanbul. He listens intently and gives instructions to the
workmen around him.

Image 9: Şehri Dinleyen (Listener of the City)

Source 9: Justin Bennett, 2000-2015)

Coming back to the concepts of the heritage and hacking;
finding the places which has symbolic historical significances but
which had lost their functionality and destined to be abandoned
and hack them by sound was one of the main purposes. “The
Tank” Project of Bruce Odland was an inspiration specifically in
this manner. In 1976, Bruce Odland transformed an abandoned
railroad water-treatment facility which is placed in Colorado in
1940, to a sonic art center after he discovered that the tank had
a very remarkable acoustical resonance. (The Tank, 2013)

Until nowadays this tank has been a place to several acoustic
events, concerts, jam sessions as a public place. The Tank is a
very good example of revaluating an abandoned space which had
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lost its significance as a creative public space, through using its
sonic features.

Image 10: The Tank

Source 10: Odland, 2013

So the decision of listening the sounds of the Chimney has been
formed after seeing these examples.

First Encounter With the Chimneys (22 Februay 2019)

The fact that I learned first about the industrial masonry
chimneys were that their doors were closed and because they
are in the catalog of Industrial Heritage, having a permission of
the heritage department of Barcelona was required to be able to
enter in them.

My thesis tutor Carlos Gomez and I went to Parc del Centre de
Poblenou to investigate the chimney in that parc. That is a very
short chimney. Most probably it was cut in order to prevent a
break. For now, since we don’t have a permission for opening
the doors of the chimneys, we could just see inside a little bit
from the slim gaps of the door and could record the sounds by
putting small condenser microphones with creative ways. For
example Carlos found some tree branch, cleaned its thorns with
his pocket knife, connected his small condenser microphones on
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it and put the microphone more inside by extending it with
branch.

Image 11: Using a branch as a pole

Source 11: The Archive of Ekin Bozkurt

We listened inside by headphones in stereo. We put one
condenser microphone inside and the other outside in order to
notice the differences on site.

Speaking of the listening experience with small condenser
microphones which are connected to Zoom H2N: The differences
was not very notable for me at first. I needed to pay more
attention in order to notice them. After a while I noticed that I
could hear specific sounds through the resonance inside of the
chimney. These specific sounds in which I could notice “the tube
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effect” were the sounds of a jet, big vehicles and a street
cleaner car.

Then we placed other microphones on the gaps of the door. One
of them was directed into inside and the other was directed to
outside in order to notice the differences in stereo.

Image 12: Outside microphon

Source 12: The Archive of Ekin Bozkurt
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Image 13: Listening Inside

Source 13: The arvhive of Ekin Bozkurt

After this experience in the parc, we walked in the streets of
Poblenou a bit to see other chimneys. We found another
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chimney in a school’s garden but we couldn’t enter inside of the
garden. Then, another chimney in the campus of UPF (Ca
l’Aranyó), which is accessible and has a door.

The confusion of public-private is a very interesting part of this
project. We can just access to the chimneys step by step. First
we are going next to a chimney but even if it seems very
accessible, even if it is “just there”, we are not permitted to
open the locked door. There is a bureaucratic step to pass over.
We have been hunters of the chimneys by wandering around
them and observing them. Do these historic industrial objects
are really suitable for their new “city listening” mission?

The First Experiment With the Chimney of Utopia 126 (25
March 2019)

Because of the bureaucracy operations like getting papers would
make the fieldwork slow, me and my thesis tutor Carlos Gomez
decided to enter in the chimneys of the culture centers which
were transformed from factories. The first chimney that we
could enter and make recordings were the chimney of Utopia
126 culture center.

We were a crowded group in the first recording day. While the
visitors were making recordings for themselves with their own
devices, me and Carlos made recordings with two microphones
in different levels of the chimney. We installed one of the
microphons on the ground level. The people who climbed up
until almost the half of the chimney wore the other small
microphone. Everyone who climbed made experiences by making
sound with the objects they desired. Some, exploded the
balloons; some, hitted to found wood object like percussion;
some played radio. One of the experiments was to climb to
different levels and say “ya” on each level. The person on the
ground level was hitting on the door when listens this sign. That
experiment was made for hearing the differencies between the
“ya” sounds when we listen it from the microphon which was
settled on the ground level. Also was made for hearing the
differencies between the hitting sounds from the microphon
which the climber wears. I call it as “ya” experiment and i will
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explain the acoustic findings of this experiment in “acoustic
analysis of the fieldwork” chapter (bkz. Chapter 4).

Image 14: The people who wait for doing record

Source 14: The Archive of Ekin Bozkurt
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Image 15: Inside of Chimney

Source 15: The Archive of Ekin Bozkurt
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Image 16: Inside of the chimney

Source 16: The archive of Ekin Bozkurt

The Second Recording Day in the Chimney of Utopia126 (4
April 2019)

After the first experiment, we agreed that even if the
experience with visitors is very enjoyable, i couldn’t consentrate
in the acoustic research part. So we continued as two people in
the second day. This time, the idea was to record the sound of
chimney in different levels and by gradually rising from the
ground until the top. And measure each height that we record.
There was no problem to record the sounds just under the half
level because there are iron ladders embedded in the inside wall
of the chimney. But after the half level the space between each
ladder were growing longer. Also after a certain level, the
chimney had cracks. So, it wasn’t safe to climb until the top
level. In order to record the sounds until the top level, we found
a solution of tying the microphon to hellium ballons. Theorically
it should have worked. I drawed a sketch for demonstration of
that recording process.
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Image 13: Hellium Balloon Method

Source 13: The Archive of Ekin Bozkurt

So the plan was that: While starting to record, we will say
“1.Experiment” for the recording. Then, after hanging the
microphon to the rope just under the helium baloon, we will
measure for example 1 metre of the rope between baloon and
the point that we hold the rope, send it to up. When we send it,
as a sign we will make a small sound in order to know which
height we are recording. We can say “1 metre” as a sign. After
the 1. Recording, we will fix a clip on the part that we hold and
release another 1 metre of the rope. When we send the baloon 2
metres up we will say “2 metres” for the recording. We will
continue to this process until the baloon reaches to the highest
level.

All the tools were prepared including the hellium balloons and a
hellium tube for blowing the balloons. We used more or less 14
balloons to be able to list the microphon but the lifting power of
the balloons had never been enough and the 15 lt hellium in the
tube finished. So this experiment failed.
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After that, we decided to make one recording by fixing a
microphon on the ladder which is at half of the chimney and one
recording by locate another microphon on the ground of the
chimney. After the microphon installations, we located a
loadspeaker inside of the chimney in order to transmit the
sounds of outside into the chimney and record this amplified
sound of outside. Our purpose was listen the chimney effect
more comfortably through this augmented sound.

First, i didn’t play any object or instrument. We just recorded
the sound of outside through the chimney. After this experiment,
we transmitted the sounds of the instruments which i played
outside of the chimney. I played a recepcion bell, a xylophone
and an harmonica.

The Third Recording Day in the Chimney of Utopia126 (5 April
2019)

This day i went to Utopia126 for recording the instruments that i
play inside of the chimney. Because i was nervious, i coudn’t fix
the recorder on the ladder in half level this time. I got help from
Utopia’s technician Max to make a quick pole for tying the
recorder and rising it until the half level.

Then i made the experiment by playing different instruments /
objects.
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Image 14: Sound experiments with objects

Source 14: The Archive of Ekin Bozkurt

Radio Streaming Experiment - Brainstormings (16 April 2019)

In 16 April we had a meeting in Hangar with the technical equipe
who will help to make a radio streaming experiment. We made a
brainstorming about the possibilities of a 3-4 days radio
streaming from inside of the chimney. One of the ideas was to
install a setup for a permanent radio streaming in one chimney.
For this we needed to have a small, raw computer like Rassperry
Pi for programming the radio, a router, wifi connection,
electricity, soundcard and sound recorder. But the neccesities of
the permanent radio project requires a sponsorship so that will
be a further proposal.
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The other idea was selecting 4 chimneys, make radio streaming
installations in each and giving the signals of three of them to
the other chimney during one day. But even if it is just for one
day, firstly we still needed to have all these equipments and we
needed to access of 3 more chimneys which we couldn’t have.

And since all of us had at least one of the materials from the
technical rider for each, we decided to unify our powers and
gather for being able to make a 3-4 days radio streaming from
inside of one chimney. But of course the wifi issue was
depended on the field. In theory, the streaming should have
been very easy. But was it really easy when it comes to practise?

Radio Streaming Experiment – Installation (2 May 2019)

We gathered the equipments we have and made the radio
installation in the chimney. We put the raw computer, sound
card, electric adapter insie of a protecter box.

Image 15: Streaming Equipment

Source 15: The Archive of Ekin Bozkurt

Pulled the electricity from an electric socket which is 15 metres
away from the chimney. We pulled it from high level in order to
protect the cable from footsteps.
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Image 16: Pulling power cable for radio streaming

Source 16: The archive of Ekin Bozkurt
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Image 17: Pulling power cable for radio streaming

Source 17: The archive of Ekin Bozkurt

We also pulled the router’s cable through the vantilator’s
window on the backside of the chimney and connected it to the
computer.
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My technical friend wrote the commands by using a keyboard
and screen and then disconnected them.

Image 18: Streaming Equipment

Source 18: The archive of Ekin Bozkurt

After all the things were prepared, finally i fixed the recorder to
one of the ladders and connected it to soundcard. Then we tried
to connect to the Wifi of the place but it wasn’t working
properly so we couldn’t connect to wifi. Then we decided to use
the internet of my mobile’s internet; it was working and we
tested that the radio streaming was successfull. But, it wasn’t
stable at all. We left the mobile inside of the box by opening its
wifi, closed the door of the chimney and left the place. From
home, i could listen the streaming for a 5 minutes. But then the
internet disconnected.
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4. Acoustic Analysis of the Fieldwork

The analysis of the experiment “ya” which was mentioned in the
“Diary of the Fieldwork” chapter (bkz. Chapter 3) is telling quite
a lot about the physical form of the chimney and its effect to
the sound.

In the field, this experiment had been recorded stereo. The left
microphon had been located on the ground and the right
microphon had been attached on the dress of the climber. On
the fieldwork day, climber climbed to 3 different levels and on
each level, as a sign, screamed as “ya”. After each sign, the
person who stands firm on the ground level, next to the
microphon which was located on the ground, hitted at the door.

In the house, in the analysis part, the door hit sound was
listened by “right” recording which was captured by the
attached microphon to the climber and the “ya” voice of the
climber was listened by “left” recording which was captured by
the ground microphon.
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Image 19: Positioning of the microphons and the listening way

Source 19: The archive of Ekin Bozkurt

While listening, the positioning of the speakers were not
horizontal. They were located as vertical because the chimney is
a vertical space and the recording experience was vertical. So,
actually in the chimney listening and recording experiences,
there is no “left” and “right” recording and listening. There is
“up” and “down” recording and listening. In this case “left”
actually means “down” and “right” actually means “up”.
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Image 20: Positioning of Speakers in the Analysis Part

Source 20: The archive of Ekin Bozkurt

In the listening session it was observed that; while the level of
“right” or “up” channel microphon’s and the “ya” voice source’s
positioning were changing and the distance between the sound
source and recorder was increasing; the loudness of the “door
hitting” sound was decreasing much more less comparing with
the decreasing of the “ya” voice.
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Image 21: The Waveform Graphic

Source 21: The archive of Ekin Bozkurt

As it is also seen above at the waveform graphic, (bkz.image 21)
while the amplitude of the waves are decreasing significantly
during the sound source (“ya” voice) is rising; the amplitud of
the door hitting sound source which was recorded by the rising
microphon is not changing much.
The sound which goes towards up can be heard clearer from up;
than the sound which goes towards down is heard from ground
level.

The significant the reason of this is the “chimney effect”, in
other words “stack effect”.
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Image 22: Chimney Effect

Source 22: The archive of Ekin Bozkurt

The pressure of the air which enters in the chimney below is
more than the pressure which enters through the top openness
of the chimney. So the movement of the air is from down to the
up. Because of the gradually narrowing of the form (the conical
shape of the chimneys) towards up; the speed of rising air
gradually increases.This is how the gas discharge can be
provided in the chimneys.

Therefore, the “chimney effect” effects to the transmission of
the sound as well. The sound which is produced up, confront
with the resistance of the rising air. As higher the sound source
rises up, as much resistance it will be confronted because of the
increasing speed of the rising air. The increasing air will repress
and choke the sound which is transmitted towards down. So the
sound of the rising source which we hear from the bottom level
will be “muffled”.
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The other sound effect of the chimney is, the change of
frequency (bkz. Image 23). Because the space on the ground
level is wider than up levels; in the other words because the
space is getting narrower towards up, the sound waves oscillates
faster on the upper levels. Thus the same sound source’s pitch is
heard higher.

The same “door hitting” sound which comes from the ground
level is heard lower on the ground level than it is being heard on
the up level. Below, the perceived dominant pitches of the same
“door hitting” sound can be seen. Channel up represents the up
microphone and channel down represents the down microphon.
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Image 23: Frequency Graphic of the “door hitting” sound

Source 23: The archive of Ekin Bozkurt

5. Conclusions and Proposals

The SAMCS project questions the publicness degree and the
creativeness of the public places in general. In the case of Radio
Chimney, we are facing with the fact that, a landmark urban
object which had a function until 1960s remains its existence
nowadays as just a visual monument. But what is the meaning of
a monument? Protection of the historical chimneys as heritage
values is important but can’t be other ways of protection other
than declare the chimney as an untouchable,impenetrable
“monument”? An other way such as giving a new function to the
chimney? In the Radio Chimney fieldwork, taking attention to
the relationship between the historical significance and
funcionality has been an important objective. Throughout the
project, one chimney has been hacked by a new functionality:
as a sound experiments labratory.

As the labratory team, we could just enter in one chimney
because the industrial heritage protection makes the issue very
delicate. All the historical masonry chimneys doors in public
spaces are locked and it is not possible to enter in them without
passing a bureaucratic process. By chance, an art center’s
chimney which is actually a private place was unlocked and the

https://tureng.com/en/turkish-english/bureaucratic
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experiments took place there. In the beginning of the field
investigation the purpose was making experiments in several
chimneys but in the end, just one chimney was available without
needing any burocratic process. There occured a problematic of
publicness in the process and this problematic can be solved in
various ways.

Inside of chimneys can be re-evaluate as public places through
the sound experiments and events. To re-function them as
accesible, useable places and make calls for art events in and
around the chimneys can increase the creative value of them as
public spaces. Also this can be a successfull historical protection
strategy.

In the sound labratory part, by recording sounds in different
levels, the effect of the conical and long form of the chimney to
the sounds has been investigated. In one aspect, that was an
acoustic research about a long, vertical, narrow space. It has
been a good research to understand the chimney effect on sound.
In the other aspect, the experiment of listening the
environmental sounds and traffic inside of the chimney was
poetic. Being inside, to feel all the dust, the air circulation;
thinking that the smoke used to pass in this very place in the
past and that inside was very hot; think about the industrial past
of the neighborhood through all these feelings, sounds and the
knowledge about the past function is a poetic experience. And
being able to experience creates a crash, a “rupture” in daily
life’s pragmatist circle of “work-go home-reproduce your labour-
work”. Experiencing it through sound art doubles the rupture
because sound art is also another a “thing” which ruptures music
and plastic arts. As a future project; creating participative
listening events around the chimneys with headphones or
loudspeakers; Installing microphones in different levels of
chimney and let people listen the sound of air in the chimney is
a possibility: Organizing a “Micro Sound Art Festival of Masonry
Chimneys”.

In the radio streaming part of the investigation with the help of
Hangar, we tried to make a streaming from the chimney. We let
the equipments inside of the chimney and went home. Because
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of the wireless connections was low, the streaming was able to
made for 2 hours. But in the continuation of the investigation,
one of the aims is to make a permanent radio streaming from a
chimney. The other aim is installing the streaming equipments in
for example 4 chimneys. Giving the sounds of 3 of them to one
of the chimney and thus, creating a live concert by those
streamings. While amplifying the sounds which is captured in
different levels; the interesting fact is that the installation of
the speakers for each chimney will be vertical. Because in a
chimney the different levels can be listened vertically. Not as
left and right; but as up and down. Radio streaming is an
interesting movement to interrogate these questions: How can
be listened the chimney sounds from a different place and a
different time? (recording and composition) How can they be
listened from a different place and in real time? (radio
streaming) Without seing a chimney, without the visual quality
of a chimney, can we experience a chimney by listening its
sound in real time? Than the thing that we listen can be named
as “sound object”?

“Radio Chimney” is indigenious to Barcelona as I carry it
particulary in Poblenou which was Saint Marti before. Which has
its own memories regarding Industrial Revolution, which has a
unique process of its own. But at the same time the
transformation of the industrial structures and the masonry
chimneys is a global phenomenon at the time. The global cities
have been passed more or less the same processes, have the
same consequences and even have constructed the masonry
chimneys by the same materials which is masonry.Furthermore,
since the world is full of historical chimneys with different
resonance qualities, there is a potential of creating a global
sound map and even, a global radio streaming map which would
have datas from different chimneys all around the world. This is
an open sourced investigation: Anyone who wishes to investigate
the chimney sounds may go and record sounds. Add the locations
and sounds of the chimneys on an interactive digital map.

While finishing, i would like to turn back and quote from my
ideas flow in the “Preface: My Arrival to SAMCS” section which
was my personal starting point: “strange objects that has
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functions but actually you are not very aware of the functioning,
take attention.”
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